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ABSTRACT

A probabilistic risk assessment and consequence analysis for a BWR with a Mark-II
containment design has shown that overpressurization 1s the dominant containment
failure mode for a wide range of potential core meltdown accidents. This failure
mode is a major contributor to the predicted off-site health consequences. Mitiga-
tion of this failure mode is aimed at maintaining the containment integrity by
using a wetwell venting system and a drywell spray system. Detailed analyses with
the MARCH 2 code were used to determine the effectiveness of the mitigating fea-
tures. The results show that the wetwell venting system is capable of preventing
overpressurization in the containment and the drywell spray system is needed to re-
duce the corium/concrete interactions. However, additional mitigating systems are
required for long-term cooling of the corium and ultimate removal of the decay heat
for the ATWS case.

INTRODUCTION

The probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) (1) and severe accident risk assessment
(SARA) (2_) for the Limerick Generating Station (a boiling water reactor (BWR) with
a Mark-II containtwent building) have been reviewed by BNL staff (3,4). The reviews
Involved reevaluations of the binning of accident sequences, defining of contain-;
merit failure mode/release paths and assessing the source term probabilities. De-
tailed analyses of the radionuclide release characteristics were obtained from the
MARCH/CORRAL computer codes. Using the MARCH/CORRAL results and the CRAC computer
code, the NRC staff (5J performed the consequence analysis and reported the
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conditional mean values of the potential societal consequences for each release
category. The consequence analysis considered two categories of accident initia-
tors, namely: non-regional and regional disasters. Non-ragional disasters include
accidents initiated by internal events and also accidents initiated by external
events (e.g., seismic) in which population evacuation is assumed to be unaffected
by the Initiating event. The regional disaster classification applies to all acci-
dents in which evacuation 1s Impeded by the Initiating event. In this paper we
will only consider accidents initiated by internal events.

For Internally initiated accidents, six classes of accident sequences (damage
states) were identified in the PRA and they are described in Table 1. For each
damage state, seven possible containment failure mode/release paths were assumed as
shown in Table 2. A probability profile can be determined from the frequency of
each damage state and the conditional probability of each containment failure
mode/release path. Table 3 summarizes the total probability of the six damage
states over the seven containment failure mode/release paths. It is seen from Ta-
ble 3 that overpressurization and excessive leakage are the most probable contain-
ment failure modes.

Mitigating features can potentially be used to reduce the risks of the severe acci-
dents for BWR Mark-II plants. Detailed conceptual design and feasibility studias
for potential mitigation features have been reported by RSD Associates (6^2.). In
addition, the influence of containment overpressurization relief (COR) on core melt
frequency was assessed (j3) during the review (£) of the PRA (I) by BNL staff. In
this paper, the effectiveness of mitigation features for the BWR Mark-II contain-
ment are assessed. The analyses were performed using the MARCH 2 computer code.

MITIGATION METHODS

Mitigation of severe accidents is aimed at maintaining containment structural inte-
grity for all of the accident sequences shown 1n Table 1. Two methods are proposed
to maintain containment integrity, namely, wetwell venting and drywell sprays as
shown in Figure 1.

The venting system contains automatic valves which open at a specified containment
pressure and which close when the pressure falls below the specified value in order
to prevent the underpressurization of the containment due to steam condensation.
The suction of the venting system is located in the wetwell chamber above the



suppression pool watar line. The size of the venting valves and the actuating
pressure are determined by the nature of the accidents. Among the four transient
accidents, the IV-T event (the ATMS sequence) represents a very rapid
pressurization of containment and It was used to determine the maximum needed size
and actuating pressure of the venting system. For the IV-T event, it is assumed
that the ATWS is followed by poison injection failure but continuing coolant
Injection. With the core region largely covered, the reactor power Is at the 20%
to 30% level. Hence, a large amount of steam 1s released to the suppression pool
and heats the pool to Its saturation temperature. The bo1l-off of the suppression
pool causes an overpressurization 1n the containment. To maintain the peak
containment pressure around U s design value (70 ps1a), a total vent area of 6.3
ft2 1s needed with the vent valves opened at 60 psia. The area is equivalent to
two vent valves with a throat radius of 1 ft. The size and the actuating pressure
of the venting system determined by the Class IV-T event is capable of containing
all other potential core melt accident sequences.

The drywell spray system can also be used to mitigate the effects of severe acci-
dents. The present design of the RHR heat exchanger and drywell spray systems for
the Limerick Generating Station are used for our evaluation. Note that the spray
system would not be available for all core melt accident sequences but we have at-
tempted to assess its Influence on the accident progression where appropriate. The
drywell spray not only slows down the corium/concrete interaction but also reduces
the drywell atmospheric temperature below its design temperature (340°F). Simi-
larly, the wetwell spray could be used to control the wetwell atmospheric tempera-
ture. In most cases, the wetwell temperature is close to the saturation tempera-
ture (300°F at 60 psia) which is greater than the design temperature (220°F).

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Class I-T Accident Sequence

The Class I-T event is represented by a sequence in which all reactor vessel injec-
tion capability is lost at the time of a reactor trip from 100% power. Because of
mass loss out the safety relief valves (SRV's) and lack of coolant Injection, MARCH
2 predicts that the core becomes uncovered at 66 minutes. It is assumed that the
automatic depressurization system (ADS) is not actuated so that the core melts and
the vessel fails at high primary system pressure. A pressure spike of 110 psia at
vessel failure is predicted by the MARCH code. When the reactor vessel bottom
fails at 190 minutes, the cori urn falls onto the dry concrete floor of the drywell



and the coriurn-concrete reaction begins. Steam and noncondensable gases are re-
leased from the concrete. The drywell pressure and temperature increase quickly to
values significantly above the design values. At 240 minutes, the containment
fails due to overpressurization.

The venting system proposed as a mitigating feature has been applied to the above
I-T sequence. The automatic vent opens at the actuating pressure of 60 psia prior
to the vessel failure. The pressure spike associated with the vessel failure is
reduced to about 62 psia. After vessel failure approximately 6 x 10s pounds of co-
rium at 3750T could potentially fall onto the drywell floor and interact with the
concrete. In the Limerick PRA analysis, it was assumed that a 70% penetration of
the concrete floor could cause the failure of the containment building. Thus,
without cooling of the corium, a containment failure due to the 70% penetration of
the drywell floor could occur in about 2 hours (i.e. at 300 minutes after the acci-
dent is initiated according to the MARCH predictions). To mitigate the corium/con-
crete interaction, it is assumed that the two units of the RHR and the drywell
spray systems are available. The suppression pool cooled by the heat exchangers is
used to provide the drywell spray, which in turn cools the corium. All condensed
steam and hot water flow back to the suppression pool and are cooled by the heat
exchangers. The rated spray heat exchanger capacity is 2.4 xlO8 Btu/hr and the
rated drywell spray flow rate is 19000 gpm. The PHR and drywell spray systems are
capableof providing sufficient cooling for the corium on the drywell floor. The
MARCH calculation shows that both the metal and oxide layers of the corium become
solidified in about 30 minutes. The concrete vertical penetration rate is about
0.1 cm/min. Penetration of 70% of the drywell floor (i.e. 70 cm) would take about
9 hours. It should be pointed out that the coriurn/concrete" interaction is calcula-
ted using the INTER subroutine of the MARCH 2 and this model tends to overestimate
the concrete erosion rate. Figure 2 illustrates the. effect of mitigation on con-
tainment pressure*. For the I-T sequence, the automatic venting systems opens at
190 minutes to release the pressure spike associated with the vessel failure. For
the next 7 hours, the containment pressure 1s less than the actuating pressure and
venting valves remain closed. During the transient, the temperatures 1n the dry^
well and wetwell chambers are below the design temperatures due to the operation of
the spray system proposed in this study. Since the venting valves only opened
once, the fission products released to the environment would be greatly reduced.



Class I I -T Accident Sequence

This accident class i s defined as a transient with long-term loss of heat removal.

I t Involves the fa i lu re of the power conversion system and of the RHR system. Dur-

ing the transient, the high pressure ECC switches I ts suction from the condensate

storage tank to the suppression pool because of the high water level in the pool.

The high pressure ECC pumps fa i l due to overheating of lube o i l when the suppres-

sion pool temperature 1s greater than 200°F. The low pressure ECC pumps are as-

sumed to be available and provide suf f ic ient cooling to the reactor core.

Eventually, the containment pressure exceeds the estimate fai lure pressure (145

psia) as steam passed through the SRVs heats up the pool to saturation and then

passes the decay heat mostly to the containment atmosphere. The low pressure In-

ject ion is assumed to f a l l when containment f a i l s . The loss of injection leads to

core melt, vessel breach, and corium attack of the concrete f loor .

The key feature in th is class of accident is that the containment is subjected to a

slow overpressuriration. The proposed automatic venting system 1s a very effect ive

means of eliminating the pressure rise in the containment. MARCH calculations i n -

dicate that venting w i l l be necessary at about 690 minutes when the containment

pressure reaches 60 psia as shown in Figure 3. The containment pressure can be

maintained at th is level for a lengthy period of time into the accident. The low

pressure ECC injection i s assumed to be continuously available as the in tegr i ty of

the containment is maintained. Therefore, no con? melt and no vessel breach are

predicted.

Class I I I -T Accident Sequence

In th is transient in i t ia ted accident sequence, the control rods fa i l to insert f o l -

lowed by poison injection fa i lure. The high pressure inject ion systems are assumed

to be available (3_j4_). Similar to the Class II-T sequence, the high pressure pump

suction is automatically switched from the condensate storage tank to the suppres-

sion pool because of high water level in the pool. The high pool temperature also

causes the ECC pump fa i lure at 14 minutes due to the overheating of the ECC turbine

lubricating o i l . Without ECC in jec t ion , the core 1s rapidly uncovered, which

brings the power down to the decay leve l . At 31 minutes, the core starts to melt

and at 101 minutes the reactor vessel f a i l s .



potentially severe accident sequence but it has a very small probability as indica-
ted in Table 3. It is selected to further test the adequacy of the proposed auto-
matic vanting system. The base case shows that a rapid release of steam from a
large break of the main steam line to the drywell region causes a rapid pressure
rise in the containment. The containment fails at 38 minutes by overpressuriza-
tion. The loss of containment integrity is followed by the loss of ECC pumps,
which, in turn leads to the core meltdown and vessel failure at 184 minutes.

With the proposed mitigation feature, the MARCH analysis shows that the automatic
venting valves are actuated at 14 minutes and remained open through the entire
transient. The containment pressure can be maintained at about 82 psia well below
the assumed containment failure pressure. The effectiveness of the mitigation
feature on containment pressure 1s given in Figure 6 and without containment fail-
ure ECC injection does not fail.

SUMMARY

This paper has examined the effectiveness of wetwell verting and drywell sprays for

mitigating the effects of potential core meltdown accidents in a BWR with a Mark-II

containment. A wetwell venting system has the potential to prevent structural

fa i lure of the containment building for Class I I and IV sequences (loss of contain-

ment heat removal), which in turn would prevent ECC fa i lu re and thus prevent core

melting. However, a previous BNL paper (8) has demonstrated the competing effects

associated with overpressurization re l ie f for these classes of accident sequences.

For Class I and I I I sequences (loss of coolant make-up) a wetwell venting system

has the potential to prevent overpressurization of the containment building and,

because the vent is 1n the wetwell, the f ission products released from containment

are signif icantly reduced due to suppression pool scrubbing. However, unless the

core/concrete interactions are reduced or prevented, the diaphragm floor would be

rapidly degraded and this could 1n turn lead to structural fa i lure of the contain-

ment. In addition, extensive core/concrete Interactions could lead to Mgh drywell

temperatures, which could degrade penetrations and lead to loss of drywell integ-

r i t y . The drywell spray system has the potential for reducing drywell temperatures

and slowing core/concrete Interactions.



The effectiveness o? the proposed mitigation feature is shown in Figure 4. Without
any mitigation (base case) the containment pressure rises to 132 psia when the ves-
sel fails (101 minutes) and increases to 145 psia (the estimated failure pressure)
at 109 minutes. However, with the mitigation features, the venting valves open at
90 minutes. The pressure spike associated with the vessel failure is reduced to
110 psia which 1s below the containment failure pressure. Containment overpressur-
1zat1on Is eliminated throughout the entire transient, however, corium/concrete In-
teraction presents a serious threat to the containment Integrity. The drywell
spray system may not be available for all Class III sequences. Without the drywell
spray on the corium, the erosion of the concrete diaphragm floor is rapid and it
reaches 70% of its thickness at 230 minutes. The loss of the containment Integrity
1s assumed when the concrete floor fails. However, if the drywell spray system is
assumed to be available the erosion of 70% of the concrete floor could be delayed
to 530 minutes. The effect of the drywell spray is illustrated 1n Figure 4. The
drywell spray also reduces the fraction of fission products released to the
environment.

Class IV-T Accident Sequence

This transient is similar to the Class III-T event (the ATWS sequence). However,
it is assumed that the ATWS is followed by continuing coolant Injection. The re-
circulation pumps trip and the feedwater flow is stopped, which rapidly brings the
power level down to an assumed 30%. A large amount of steam is released through
the 14 safety relief valves to the suppression pool, which heats the pool to its
saturation temperature. The boil-off of the suppression pool causes an overpres-
surization in the containment. At 45 minutes, the containment fails at the estima-
ted failure pressure of 145 psia. The loss of the containment integrity is assumed
to result in the failure of ECCS, which leads to the core uncovery, melt and slump
of the fuel rods. The mitigating of the IV-T ATWS sequence is aimed at maintaining
the containment structural integrity by using the overpressure limitation system.
With the automatic vent system, the containment is no longer overpressurized and
the ECCS 1s assumed to be continuously operable thus core melt is prevented. How-
ever, for the ATWS sequence the suppression pool rapidly becomes saturated and a
long-term heat sink would be needed to control the sequence.

Class IV-A Accident Sequence

This sequence is identical to the Class IV-T sequence with the exception that a
large LOCA event is additionally imposed at the start of the accident. This is a



The calculations reported in this paper Indicate the potential benefit of wetwell

venting and drywell sprays. Note that a completely independent venting system may

not be necessary as existing wetwell penetrations could also be used as vents. In

addit ion, we have not performed a complete risk reduction analysis to assess the

f u l l benefit of these mitigation devices. An assessment of th is nature would re-

quire a rea l is t ic estimate of o f f -s i te consequences with and without the mitigation

features installed and with careful consideration of competing (attendant) r isks .

Such an assessment 1s not possible at this stage because the core meltdown analysis

and the estimate fission product releases were not conducted in a suf f ic ient ly

rea l is t i c manner in References ( I ) - (4_) . These assessments were based on RSS

methods and have conservative assumptions. Therefore, a r isk reduction analysis

that would be performed on this basis could be misleading and may not appropriately

ref lect the safety-benefit trade-offs related to the consideration of severe acci -

dent mitigation features. Moreover, the design or information requirements related

to potential strategies for coping with reactor containment environment following

core damage should be established on the basis on more rea l i s t i c studies. These

studies are presently underway at BNL.
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Table 1

DESCRIPTION OF DAMAGE STATES

Table 2

CONTAINMENT FAILURE MODE AND RELEASE PATH NOTATION

Designator

I-S

I-T

II-T

IU-T

IV-T

IV-A

Description

Ifieae are LOLA Initiated sequences (aedlua and snail
breaks only) Involving lass of Inventory nake-up. They
result In a relatively fast core melt and the contaln-
•ent la Intact at the time of core melt.

These are sequences Initiated by transients again In-
volving loaa of Inventory aake-upa Core Belt la rela-
tively fast and the containment la Intact at the tine of
core oelt.

These are transient or IOCA initiated sequences In-
volving loai* of containment heat removal or Inadvertent
SEV opening accldenta with Inadequate heat reaoval capa-
bility. Core melt la relatively slow due to lower decay
power level and the containment haa failed prior to core
•elt.

Transients Involving loss of scram function ami Inabil-
ity to provide coolant make-up, large LOCAs with insuf-
ficient coolant make-up, tranalenta with loss of heat
removal and long-term loss of Inventory make-up. Core
aelt Is relatively fsst and the containment la Intact at
core aelt.

Transients that Involve loaa of acram function and a loaa
of containment heat removal or all reactivity control but
have coolant make-up capability. Core aelt Is relatively
fast and the containment falls prior to core aelt because
of overpressure.

As above but initiated by large LCCAs.

Designator

W

WW

W

SE

HB

LCT

LCT

Description

Containment Failure via overprcssurlzatlon. failure
location In the drywell.

Containment Failure via overpressurlzatlon. Failure
location In the wetwell above the suppression pool.

Containment Failure via ovj'^ressurltatlon. Failure
location in the wetwell below the suppression pool re-
sulting In loss of suppression pool water.

Failure via ln-vessel steam explosion generated
alssi1 les.

Failure via H 2 burning during the periods When the con-
tainment atmosphere Is delnerted. This failure mode
also includes H 2 detonation and ex-vessel ateaa explo-
sion failure aodes, which are of very low frequency.

Containment leakage rates sufficiently low to allow
the standby gas treataent system (SGT5) to operate
effectively.

Containment leakage rates so high that the SGTS la
ineffective.



Table 3

TOTAL PROBABILITY OF INTERNALLY INITIATED ACCIDENT SEQUENCES
WITH ASSUMED CONTAINMENT FAILURE MODES AND RELEASE PATHS

Daaaga
States

I-S

I-T

II-T

III-T

IV-A

IT-T

Total

DW

1.9<-8)*

2.0C-5)

9.5C-7)

7.9(-7)

3.5C-9)

U6W)

2.2C-5)

Contalnaent Failure Hades and

HW WW SE

L7C-8)

1.8(-5)

8.6<-7)

7.K-7)

2.3C-9)

l.3<-7)

2.Q(-5)

1.9(-9)

2,0(-6>

9.SC-8)

8.0(-8)

-

L6<-8>

2.2(-6)

-**

8.K-9)

-

-

-

-

8.U-9)

Release

HB

-

8.K-7)

-

3.2C-8)

-

-

8.4<-7)

Paths

LGT

1.7C-B)

1.8(-5)

-

7.K-7)

-

-

1.9C-5)

LOT

2.K-8)

2.2(-5)

-

a.7(-7)

-

-

2.3(-5)

Total

7.6C-8)

8.K-5)

1.9C-6)

5.K-6)

4.8(-9)

3.3C-7)

8.8(-S)

•1.9C-8) - 1.9 x 10~8

**Probabilltle* leaa than 10"9 are not Included because of their Insignificant
contributions to risk analysis.

Orywei1 Spray
System

Figure 1 Proposed mitigation features for a BWR Mark-II plant.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use-
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, ;•• represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe-
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac-
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.


